


   

   2021 was a groundbreaking and 
historic year for American Friends of 
Journey House Actions Rwanda (AFJHAR)!  
We formed our organization on March 31, 
2021 and obtained our tax exempt status 
as a 501 c (3) organization from the IRS in 
December. 
   Our mission is to support and fund 
education, women's empowerment, 
workforce development, and health 
improvement programs that help the most 
vulnerable in rural Rwanda transform their 
lives and achieve their infinite possibilities.  
These programs are designed and led by 
local leaders, leveraging the assets already 
present in their community.  Our Vision is 
healthy, inclusive, self-reliant & 
economically sustainable communities in 
rural Rwanda.
   Our Founding Members were inspired 
by the vision and selfless dedication of 
Mr. Rogers Kimuli, Executive Director of 
Journey House Actions Rwanda (JHA) in 
rural Gashora, Rwanda.  We met Rogers 
at Journey House in Milwaukee, WI in 2017 
when he took part in a program sponsored 
by the U.S. State Department that pairs 
visionary, non-profit leaders from 
developing countries with successful 
non-profits in the United States. Rogers 
patterned his efforts at JHA after the 
successful programs of Journey House in 
Milwaukee after adapting the programs to 
meet local needs and Rwandan culture. 
   

   
   AFJHAR helped fund two impactful 
initiatives at Journey House Actions 
Rwanda in 2021:
   • A clean water well, solar panels,    
   security fencing & storage tanks. 
   This well is one of the first readily  
   accessible clean water sources in the 
   Gashora area and serves over 4,000 
   people. It is one of the largest water 
   projects in the Bugesera District.

   • A year end Food Basket Appeal 
   that raised over $80,000 to 
   purchase 14 cows, 13 pigs and    
   enough grains & beans to provide 
   two nutritious meals per day to over 
   700 vulnerable children for several 
   months. 

   Thanks to the kindness & generous 
support of over 150 first time donors, we 
are well on our way to helping the most 
vulnerable children & women achieve their 
infinite possibilities in life.  
    100% of your donations directly support 
the programs in Rwanda. 
    We are most humbled & grateful for 
your generosity. 

   One Dream. One Team!

letter From our 
board chaIr and presIdent
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     To understand AFJHAR's history, one must first 
know more about Mr. Kimuli. AFJHAR's founding 
intertwines with Mr. Kimuli's inspirational story. 
     When Rogers Kimuli was a child — one of 11 sib-
lings — he would often come home and go directly 
to the stove. He would place his hand against its 
exterior. If it was hot, there would be dinner that 
night. If it was not, he and his brothers and sisters 
would have to wait another day for food. 
     On days Rogers' mother was able to provide 
food for her family, she would split the portions, 
and share what they had with the families around 
them. 
     It is these memories of his mother's selfless 
actions that Rogers Kimuli credits for developing 
his instinct for service today. Rogers knows what it 
is like for a child to go multiple days without food, 
and in his adult life he has worked tirelessly to 
prevent as many kids as possible from knowing 
that same feeling. 
     After spending a decade working to provide 
hope and healing to Rwandan communities, Mr. 
Kimuli took part in a program sponsored by the 
U.S. State Department that pairs visionary non-
profit leaders from developing countries with 
successful nonprofits in the United States. This 
is how Rogers came from Rwanda to Milwaukee, 
Wisconsin. 
     

     His efforts in Rwanda made him a logical choice 
for the U.S. State Department program, which se-
lects just 100 out of 5,000 international leaders to 
participate. Through this program, Mr. Kimuli spent 
four months at Journey House in Milwaukee.
     After returning to Rwanda, Mr. Kimuli formed 
Journey House Actions Rwanda with other local 
leaders and with financial support from sponsors in 
the United States and Canada. JHA is a nonprofit, 
apolitical, nonreligious and 
nongovernmental organization registered and 
authorized by the government of Rwanda. 

     Mr. Kimuli joined local leaders to form the orga-
nization out of a shared sense of selfless concern 
for the most vulnerable people living in Gashora, 
Rwanda. They patterned their efforts after the 
successful programs of Journey House in Milwau-
kee once they adapted the programs to meet local 
needs and Rwandan culture.

 "...somehow the world 
blessed me and gave me light. 

The question that I live with 
always is 'Can I share some light 

with someone else?'"

rogers’ story



story oF rWanda
HISTORY
   Rwanda is a small, land-locked country located in the Great Rift 
Valley of Africa. For hundreds of years, the indiginous tribes of 
Rwanda lived amongst its mountainous regions to the West, as well 
as its vast plain land to the East. 
   Over time, two major groups formed amongst the people of 
Rwanda: the Hutu, and the Tutsi. Historians debate whether these 
groups were separated by race and descendents, or simply a result of 
class structures taking place.
   Regardless of their roots, by the 19th century the two groups found 
themselves on separate ends of the sociological spectrum. The Tutsi 
were the land-owning, privileged class, and the Hutu were the work-
ing class farmers. Tensions fluctuated throughout the existence of 
Rwanda's various kingdoms, but were eventually heightened by the 
arrival of European colonizers in the 19th and 20th centuries. 
    When Belgium overtook rule of Rwanda during World War 1, they made great efforts to use the existing class 
structure to their advantage. They promoted the concept of Tutsi supremacy, and decreed that the two groups 
were distinct races. This strategy was meant to weaken the Rwandan citizens' collective community, and make 
them dependent on European powers. Over the next 50 years, tensions between Hutu and Tutsi were stoked and 
aggravated, resulting in several uprisings and class wars between the two. 
   In 1994, these conflicts and tensions culminated in a genocide carried out by the then ruling Hutu majority. Over 
the course of 100 days, approximately 1,000,000 Tutsi were murdered in gruesome acts of violence and assault. 
Neighbors turned on neighbors, family turned on family, and the small country of Rwanda erupted into senseless 
war. 
   The international response to the ongoing genocide was slow and tepid. World powers preferred to wait until the 
conflict was resolved before choosing who's side to support. Eventually, conflicts subsided, and the road to 
recovery, appeasement, and forgiveness was underway. 

 RWANDA TODAY
  Today, the people of Rwanda are focused on 
the future; leaving the past behind and 
creating a Rwanda that is no longer divided, 
but united. Though effects of the genocide still 
scar the country and its population to this day, 
the identity of Rwanda has tansformed into 
one of strength, growth, and forgiveness. Nearly 
half a century after the genocide took place, 
Rwanda's economy has begun to grow faster 
than nearly any African country. The majority 
of its country's exports come from sustenance 

farming, with coffee and tea being the two largest economic exports. Its tourist rates have increased 
rapidly in the past two decades, and several home-grown organizations like Journey House Actions 
Rwanda are leading the effort to rebuild their nation. 
   However, there is still so much work to be done. And now — half a century later — the international 
community has the opportunity to offer the helping hand Rwanda needed years ago. Rwanda still 
struggles with some of the lowest quality healthcare in the world, battling against diseases such as 
malaria, HIV/AIDS, and a maternal mortality rate the United States describes as "unacceptably high". 
Journey House Actions Rwanda has several programs in place to help fight each of these issues, and 
AFJHAR is here to help fund those efforts. 



programs We support
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
The government of Rwanda supports primary 
and secondary education and strives to enroll all 
children in school. Attaining this goal is difficult 
because vulnerable families often cannot afford to:
 •Buy school uniforms, 
 •Pay school fees and school materials, 
 •Access after-school programs, and 
 •Provide transportation to and from school.
   Journey House Actions Rwanda (JHA) steps in 
to fill these gaps. JHA opens and operates Early 
Childhood Education Centers that help vulnerable 
families access government-sponsored 
education. The organization offers scholarships
to the most vulnerable families to cover 
school uniforms and school and supply
fees for their children.

JHA Early Childhood Education Centers
        •Ready children to attend school,
       •Reduce malnutrition through two 
       nutritious meals a day,   
       •Teach socialization skills at an early age 
       •Foster a love of learning to keep kids in school 
       •Teach English through songs and games   
       •Provide educational toys and books  
       •Offer after-school programs  
  



WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT  
Being able to work transforms lives. Journey House 
Actions Rwanda (JHA) develops and implements 
programs to supplement and improve upon the 
work development opportunities provided by the 
Rwandan government.
   JHA transforms lives with its Transform-
ing-Healthy-Reliable-Inspiring-Valued-Employable 
(THRIVE) workforce development program (mod-
elled after the THRIVE program at Journey House 
in Milwaukee). The program includes Youth 
Empowerment Seminars (YES) that equip youth 
with employable skills, contributing to Rwanda’s 

long-term sustainable economic development, as 
well as entrepreneurship skill development, 
customer service training, financial skill education, 
professionalism, and technology education. 

AGRICULTURE & NUTRITION
Journey House Actions Rwanda (JHA) meets immediate 

food supply needs while positioning Rwandan communities 
to meet future food supply needs. JHA addresses 
pressing food challenges through a four-prong approach 
that includes: emergency response, community gardens, 
early nutrition and support, and a food bank.
  Emergency Response
   JHA mobilizes volunteers and funding to deliver food 
directly to families and finances the sanitary equipment 
needed to fight COVID-19. JHA partners with the Rwandan 
government to maintain food supply chains and meet the 
immediate food needs of vulnerable people, to avoid the 
irreversible effects of a food crisis.
   Gashora is facing an especially difficult time, but the JHA 
nutrition program sends livelihood support to all households 
in the village. 
  Community Gardens
   JHA staff champions low-input, high-yield organic food 
production at small scales. By helping families use small 
spaces near their homes for gardens, JHA makes it easier to 
mulch, apply organic fertilizer, irrigate, prune, manage pests, 
and harvest.
   Eventually, JHA hopes to incorporate permaculture tech-
niques for enhanced food production, climate change 
mitigation, and ecological restoration.

  Early Childhood Nutrition Support and Education
   JHA supports the nutritional needs and continuing edu-
cation of the youngest in the community. Children enrolled 
in early childhood education programs receive two nutritious 
meals a day, including milk and eggs.
  Community Food Bank
   JHA youth volunteers raise chickens and distribute cooked 
eggs to community children. The funds they raise help pur-
chase other food items. The effort also equips young leaders 
with skills that help develop sustainable solutions. 
   JHA will produce over 40,000 eggs for its community center 
and for all the children at the Norman & Marlyn Herrle Early 
Childhood Development Center.

CHILD PROTECTION
 Every child has a right to play, develop, and be heard. 

Journey House Action Rwanda’s (JHA’s) Child Protection 
Program strives to reduce child abuse in the community and 
protect the safety of Rwandan children. 
 JHA efforts include:
     •Advocacy for child protection
     •Village dialogue sessions that educate community members   
     about the consequences for children when parents separate
     •Educational programs to reduce child abuse and child labor
     •Implementing better agricultural methods to ensure food 
     security and better food nutrient intake to fight childhood 

 malnutrition.



   ABDOUL
   Abdoul has lived at JHA for the last two years. He was tossed out of his fam-
ily at age 7, when his step dad announced he was now old enough to look after 
himself. He lived on the streets of Kigali for 4 years until he was taken in by a 
local organization and sent to school. He moved to JHA when the JHA 
leadership team opened their home to beneficiaries, 2 years ago. 
    This kind, quiet young man (mature beyond his years ) has a calm elegance 
about him. His soft spoken demeanor and his gentle way of being belies his 
difficult childhood.
   During the COVID pandemic, Abdoul was upset that many children and 
families did not have enough food and depended on JHA to support their 

nutritional needs. The JHA team worked hard on its newly acquired farm to add fresh greens, beets and 
onions to the bags of rice and porridge they were distributing.  Abdoul loves working with the soil and 
enjoys farming. He asked JHA to give him some of the land JHA had purchased.  He wants to feed 500 
families!. Together with some friends, he has already started clearing the land.  He has asked for support 
to accomplish his goal by making funds available to purchase a water pump, some basic tools and a 
variety of seeds.

MAZIMPAKA EVODE
   Mazimpaka Evode is 17 years old. As a younger child Mazimpaka lived 
on the streets without a home. He had no supplies for school, would 
often struggle to find meals each day, and had to dig through trash cans 
to find something to eat. At this time, it was hard for Mazimpaka to 
believe that anyone would ever lend him a helping hand, or that his life 
would ever change. 
   Then, in 2019, he found Journey House Actions Rwanda. There he was 
given shelter, food, and education. He was taught how to use a 
computer, he was taught the English language, and most importantly he 
was taught how to love. 
   Now, Mazimpaka knows there is hope for children like him in the world, 
and volunteers at Journey House Actions Rwanda in order to help 
other children. At only 17, Mazimpaka hopes to be a role model for children younger than him, 
and show them the type of mercy and kindness that the people of Gashora showed him. 

   MUKAGAHORANA VESTINE
   Mukagahorana Vestine is a resident in Gashora. She, along with oth-
ers works in a cooperative called the COVAGA. There, Mukagahorana 
is able to work for an income which allows her to provide food, 
clothing, and education for her children. 
   Those working in COVAGA weave baskets, make earrings, hand 
bands, hats, sandals, and much more. 
   The childcare system set up in Gashora through Journey House 
Actions Rwanda allows the mothers to go to work each day knowing 
that their children are safe and cared for as they work. 

storIes oF hope



   IRADUKUNDA JEAN MARIE VIANNEY (THE BEN)
   The Ben is one of the youngest children living at Journey 
House Actions Rwanda (JHA).  He and his brother Joshua lived 
alone in a house because their single mother had abandoned 
them. They slept on the streets all around Gashora.  The Ben 
said that sometimes he and his brother would fight at midnight 
because they had no food.
   He is called The Ben because when he was first seen by 
Robina, a JHA staff member, he was dancing to a song written 
by The Ben (Benjamin Mugisha), a Rwandan singer songwriter.  
   When Rogers Kimuli, the Executive Director at JHA, heard 
about their story he went to see where the boys lived and it 
wasn’t good news. The Ben now lives with Rogers.
   Rogers Kimuli said “The Ben lives with us now, specifically in my home. He is a BIG reason why I love 
what we do. I look at him and see myself.”
   The Ben and Joshua are now enrolled in the JHA Child Sponsorship Program. These amazing young 
men are going to school at JHA’s Journey of Success Center and are already speaking some English.  The 
boys are also enrolled in the JHA nutrition program.  Their distended stomachs, because they were 
malnourished, are already starting to come down.  They are doing much better and getting help at a 
local nutritional clinic.

   NAMAHIRWE DIVINE
   Namahirwe Divine is 16 years old. She grew up with her mother, doing 
cleaning work to provide food for her family. During this time, she 
developed a passion for tailoring and fashion design, but didn’t have the 
ability to achieve her dream. People would only laugh at her when she told 
them she wanted to be a designer. 
   Namahirwe came to Gashora, and was given food, shelter, and access 
to the tools needed to finally achieve her dreams. She thanks Journey 
House Actions for taking good care of her, and Rogers Kimuli for 
showing her love and affection. Today, she has her own sewing machine 

and is enrolled in the THRIVE tailoring program. 

   NUMUSINGA LIONEL
   Numusinga Lionel is 19 years old, and lives in Gashora as a 
secondary school student. He was born in Nyamata and later 
moved to Musanze. Life was good for Numusinga then, but after 
his father left their family and he and his mother had to move in 
with his grandparents, life took a turn. At 15 years old Numusinga 
dropped out of school, and started abusing drugs and alcohol. 
   Then, in 2018, he found Journey House Actions Rwanda. After he 
told them his story, he was welcomed in and cared for. First he was 
taught love. Before, Numusinga was a violent boy, often getting into 
fights with other kids. At Journey House Actions Rwanda he was showed love, and now shows love to 
others. Second he learned how to respect others. Before, Numusinga was undisciplined and 
disrespected his parents and other authority figures. Now he is a hard, observant worker, and is able to 
use his experiences to teach others. 
   Numusinga says that he went from being the one who steals phones, to being the one charging the 
phones of others, and making sure they are cared for. He does this because of what Journey House 
Actions Rwanda has done for him. He hopes he can do the same thing for other children in return.



2021 In reVIeW
aFJhar’s Food basKet appeal
   Journey House Actions Rwanda operates two
Early Childhood Development Centers in Gashora, 
Rwanda that feed 400 children two nutritious meals 
per day and provide crucial child protection and early 
childhood development services.  800 families applied 
for enrollment in these centers.
   COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns increased starva-
tion and malnutrition in the community.  98% of the 
children who enter JHA's centers are malnourished.  
Without proper food these 
vulnerable & stunted children 
cannot grow properly and learn 
in school.
   To help ease this crisis, JHA 
acquired a farm to grow and 
add fresh greens, beets and 
onions to the porridge and bags 
of rice they distributed to the 
most vulnerable children and 
families in Gashora. 
   There was an unexpected & 
unusual drought in Gashora 
during the end of 2021, which 
resulted in burnt out crops at 
many of the personal family 
gardens in their community. 
The JHA Farm crops are fine 
due to availability of water for irrigation, but the 
personal gardens are not in good shape.      
   Most gardens are planted in early September, 
typically followed by a few months of needed rain, 
with harvest in January. We expect there to be 
increased demand for food because of this drought & 
a poor January harvest.
  

2021 FOOD BASKET APPEAL 
TARGE T GOAL  -  $63,000

TOTAL RAISE D  -  $81,306

THANK YOU!!!

   The compassion & support of our generous 
donors gave these vulnerable children a chance to 
get off to a good start and the opportunity to live 
a meaningful life.  
  2021 APPEAL
  Our year end Food Basket Appeal was a 
tremendous success! 
   Up to now, JHA was only able to feed the 400 
children enrolled in its two Early Childhood                  

Development Centers.  It did not 
have the capacity or resources to 
feed 300 other hungry & vulnerable 
children not enrolled at JHA. It was 
heart wrenching for the JHA staff 
& caregivers to see many of these 
children sit outside the fence each 
day hoping for a little food. 
   Thanks to the generous 
support and kindness of our 
donors, AFJHAR received over 150 
gifts during the Food Basket 
Appeal, totaling over $80,000.  
We used these gifts to purchase 14 
cows & 13 pigs along with enough 
grains & beans to feed over 800 
hungry & vulnerable children two 
meals a day for several months. 

The animal sponsorships with naming rights proved 
to be quite popular with many donors.  Buttercup, 
Lambeau, Cashew, Hope & Mandy Moo are 
examples of the special names chosen by our 
sponsors.
   



   Lack of access to clean drinking water is a 
major issue for JHA & the Gashora community. 
The local public water system is woefully 
insufficient resulting in dysentery, diarrhea and 
other water borne diseases.
   Residents need to walk 3 miles with 5 
gallon bottles to purchase water at a clean 
water station. An alternative is to obtain water 
from a nearby lake, but the water is not safe 
and needs to be boiled before using.

   In August 2021, AFJHAR helped fund 
the drilling of a new clean water well, 
solar pump & four 10,000-liter storage 
tanks at JHA's new Early Childhood 
   Development Center in Gashora, the 
first of its kind in the village. This well 
provides clean water to over 4,000 
people in the community. Villagers no 
longer have to walk 3 miles to get clean 
water from the public water grid.

CLEAN WATER FOR ALL

FInancIals
AFJHAR 2021 REVENUE

 $269,765

$189,447: UndesiGnated ContriBUtions from Board memBers

$80,318: desiGnated ContriBUtions for jHa proGrams

AFJHAR 2021 EXPENSES
 $110,162

$92,689: Grants to jHa

$17,472: administrative expenses

"For the first time, at least I am 
guaranteed that no more of my children 
will be lost in the swamp because my son 

got lost in the swamp when he had gone to 
fetch water.".

   -Mother of child attending 
   JHA Early Childhood Development Center

Jha’s Water Well
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thanK you to our donors!

hoW your gIFts help
Along with AFJHAR's support, JHA makes a lasting impact on the community of Gashora in several ways

250 liters of milk 
produced daily 

Over 800 children supplied 
with daily meals

640 students receiving 
daily education 

Over 4,000 people 
supplied with clean 

water daily
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